CASA FC believes that price should not be a barrier to entry into our program. We offer one of the most
competitive enrollment fees for youth and families in the state and we plan to keep it that way for as
long as we are able. Nevertheless, we must ensure a sustainable program for years to come. CASA FC
will apply the following payment principles to all players enrolled in either our recreational or
competitive programs as well as tournaments.
For Recreational Programs

1. Registration fees must be paid in full -- via CASA’s registration page -- prior to the first scheduled
game. No CASH payments are allowed.

2. If full payment cannot be paid in full prior to the first scheduled game, a partial payment will be
allowed with a written commitment to pay the remainder of the fees by the third scheduled
game.
For Competitive Programs
When a player commits to a competitive team and completes the registration with CASA FC, the player
is considered registered to CASA FC.
Players registered to CASA FC are bound to CASA for the seasonal year. Enrolled youth must either pay
in full at the time of their registration, or they must choose a payment plan of no more than five
installments. The first payment must be made by the registration deadline. Each player and their family
is obligated to the full financial commitment, regardless of the choice made.
Regarding Delinquencies and Refunds
CASA FC will make every effort to collect past due fees as appropriate. players who are chronically late
in their payments risk removal of current and future playing privileges.
CASA FC will provide refunds to circumstances meeting the following criteria: a player moves away from
the state of Colorado or a player is injured and unable to play. Any other refund is maintained by
CASA FC's sole discretion. Game, tournament or seasonal cancellations do not meet the criteria for
refund eligibility.
Opportunities for Scholarships
A scholarship form has been received by the CASA FC staff before the deadline and communication has
been made with the scholarship applicant about payment plans.
REQUESTING A RELEASE FROM THE CLUB
As mentioned above, once a player registers with CASA FC, CASA FC considers them bound to the club
for the duration of the seasonal year in which the player is enrolled. Players who wish to be released
from the club must meet the following requirements:

● Players must either have 100% of their registration fee already paid or must pay the balance of
their registration fee, and a $75 cancellation fee, with a written request for release. Requests
will not be authorized without full payment for the seasonal year.

● Players registered with CASA FC under a scholarship will not be released until the end of the
season in which they are enrolled.
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